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ABSTRACT 

 

 Competing risk models analyzed the time until some first event and the event type 
that occurs at that time. Multistate models are used to analyze such data which is based 
on stochastic process that subjects are in one of the discrete states at any time. This model 
can assess time dependent covariates effect as intermediate states. Cytomegalovirus 
infection is one of the most important cause that decrease graft survival time and increase 
mortality as a time dependent variable.  
 

 This retrospective cohort study was performed on 360 patients who received kidney 
transplantation at the Labafi Nejad Hospital in Tehran 2001-2008. Among 104 patients, 
35 subjects experienced graft loss and 10 died. The mean expected time for the death and 
kidney loss in non-infected patients was 67.84 and 40.25 through Nelson-Aalen 
estimation while it was resulted 33.76 and 27.84 months for the patients who experienced 
infection. Kidney loss was more probable to occur comparing to death (p<0.001). The 
results for cumulative incidence function according to Cytomegalovirus infection as well 
as Gary’s test showed a higher survival for non-infected patients (p<0.001). Time 
dependent covariates effect can obtain with multistate model by considering intermediate 
states But this can not be interpreted with common methods. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

 Today, one of the greatest dangers of kidney transplant is the risk of different 
microbiological infections. Although there have been great technological advances in 
microbiology and immunosuppressant surgery, this challenge is still remained.  
 

 About 80 percent patients who received kidney transplant suffering from at least one 
infection Episode during the first year after surgery (1). 
 

     One of the most important infections especially in kidney recipients is the risk of 
cytomegalovirus infection. Primary infection with Viremia (virus in blood) in graft 
recipients comes possibly with sever symptom like phenomena, Hepatitis and death in 
some cases. This infection is also prevalent in healthy people, nevertheless it is less 
diagnosable as it expands slowly and can be controlled by bodies Immune System in 
most cases (2). As well CYTOMEGALOVIRUS (CMV) infection can be turns to a 
dangerous pathogen for patients whose body's immune system has cancelled out because 
of the immunosuppressant drugs administration (3). 
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     So CMV is as a major infectious complication results in significant morbidity and 
mortality following solid transplantation (4). Past studies have confirmed that enhanced 
immunosuppressant for preventing the rejection can develop opportunistic infections (5-
7). This virus is generally known to cause both direct and indirect effects on transplant 
graft and native organ function (8, 9). While direct effect of CMV is mostly visible, 
indirect effects are not visible, and they can result in a significant long-term 
complication, such as acute and chronic graft rejection or mortality. In order to study the 
risk of infection on two competing events, rejection and death, the competing risk 
analysis was used. 
 

     The competing risks can be applied in medical studies where the competing risks 
could be competing causes of death such as heart disease, cancer, or in studies of chronic 
diseases where the competing risks are relapse or death in remission. Competing risk 
models analysed the time until some first event and the event type that occurs at that 
time.  A second model for competing risks data is a multistate model (10, 11).  
 

     Multistate models generalized the competing risks models by describing transitions to 
intermediate events. There are intermediate events that can neither be classified as initial 
states nor as final states. Patients can experience various types of events with different 
order. In the studies in which more than one event are monitored for a subject, the event 
which interest to occurred for a specific case is defined as the interest event and if 
occurrence another possible events are called competing event. When competing events 
is considered, these events may substantially change the risk of the event of interest (12). 
Then intermediate event types provide more detailed information on the disease/recovery 
process and allow for more precision in predicting the prognosis of patients (13). 
 

 For our Kidney transplant study, the event of interest was graft rejection, then 
Cytomegalovirus infection was modeled an intermediate event and death was defined as 
competing event. In this study, we evaluated the effect of infection on two end points of 
graft rejection and death. 
 

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD 
 

Population, Data collection 
 

 This retrospective cohort study was performed on 360 patients who received kidney 
transplantation at the Labafi Nejad Hospital in Tehran between March 2001 and March 
2008. The selection criteria with patient who were followed more than three months after 
surgery and their death didn't occurred of other cause. 
 

 During this study transplant recipients have visited regularly at the clinic by 
nephrologists until they experience death or graft rejection. Patients had diagnosed CMV 
infection by clinical Symptoms or the laboratory results indicate the presence of 
symptomatic infection in the blood. 
 
Progressive model 
 

 Since CMV is a factor that can decrease allograft or patient survival, we expected that 
patients with this infection have more probability of rejection or death. As shown in 
Figure 1, rejection is the event of interest and death is the competing event. All the 
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patients start the study being alive after the transplant (state 1). Patients can reject while 
in complete remission due to treatment complications (state 3) or die (state 4) and who 
were infected after transplant (state 2) can experience rejection (state 3) or death (state 4). 
Patients who have not any transition to endpoints such as graft rejection and death were 
censored. This means that they were censored if the terminal events have not been 
observed and remained on state1 or state2 until end of study. This may be because at the 
time of the analysis, the patients have not experienced the endpoint events.  
 

 Estimated survival curves by Nelson-Aalen estimator compared with stratified on 
CMV infection. Then Cox model were fitted with separate baseline hazards for each of 
the transitions and no covariates. 
 

 The transition probabilities estimated separately by Nelson-Aalen estimator. Proposed 
method is implemented in the mstate and etm R-package (14, 15).  
 

 
 

Figure1. 
 

3. RESULT 
 

Patients 
 

 Of 360 kidney transplant recipients, 242 (67.2 %) were men and 118 (32.8 %) were 
women. mean age at graft recipients was 34.66 (s.d = ±15.44) years old, more result is 
shown in table 1.  
 

Table1. 
Characteristics of 360 patients undergoing renal  

transplant in relation to CMV infection 
Variable  Cytomegalovirus Infection Total 
  Yes No  
Gender Men 72(29.75%) 170(70.25%) 242(67.2%) 
 Women 32(27.12%) 86(72.88%) 118(32.8%) 
Age ≤20 8(11.3%) 63(88.7%) 71(19.7%) 
 20-40 37(29.4%) 89(70.6%) 126(35%) 
 ≥40 59(36.2%) 104(63.8%) 163(45.3%) 
Kidney- Alive 91(27.83%) 236(72.17%) 327(90.8%) 
donor Cadaver 13(39.39%) 20(60.61%) 33(9.2%) 
Creatinine 1st month 1.77±.89 1.48± .64 1.56±.73 
Total  104(28.89%) 256(71.11%) 360 
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Progressive model 
 

 At the beginning of the study, 360 patients were in state 1(alive after surgery), 
9(2.5%) in state 3 (graft rejection without infection) and 31(8.6%) in state 4 (Death with 
no signs of infection). Cytomegalovirus infection were diagnosed in 104(28.89%) 
patients with the transition to State 2 with 59(56.73%) censored and 5% of them did not 
experience another event after remission. Our finding indicated that 35(33.65%) and 
10(9.61%) were experienced graft rejection and death after CMV infection respectively 
(Table 2). 
 

Table2. 
Pattern of kidney survival with cytomegalovirus infection as intermediate state 

State Number Of Patients  
No event CMV Infection Graft 

Rejection 
Death 

Surgery 216(60.0%) 104(28.89%) 9(2.5%) 31(8.61%) 
CMV Infection 59(56.73%) - 35(33.65%) 10(9.62%) 
Total 275(76.39) 104(28.89%) 44(12.22%) 41(11.38%) 
 

 The mean waiting time (± standard deviation) to graft rejection or death were 40.25 (± 
67.84) months after transplant and 27.84 (± 33.76) for patients experienced infection and 
without infection, respectively. 
 

 Among observed transition, 275(76.39%) were censored, 216(78.54%) of them was 
no transited after surgery and 59(21.45%) experienced no events after Cytomegalovirus 
infection. 
 

Table3. 
Waiting time of possible transitions 

State  
Transition 

No 
Censoring 

Right 
Censoring 

Total 
Number of 
Transitions 

Progress 
rate, % 

Mean 
Waiting 
Time 

Surgery to 
Rejection 

9 216 9 4.2 40.25±30.9 

Surgery to Death 31 216 31 14.4 67.87±45.7 

Surgery to CMV 45 59 104 43.3 4.84±4.9 
CMV to 
Rejection 

35 59 35 33.7 27.84±13.8 

CMV to Death 10 59 10 9.6 33.76±16.4 
 

 The censored and no censored waiting time observations, the mean, and the standard 
error of waiting time from state 1 to 2(CMV infection),1 to 3(graft rejection), 1 to 
4(death), 2 to 3, and 2 to 4 are shown in Table 3. 
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 According to Figure 4, Infection increases the risk of graft rejection for all patients, 
and more percent of patients with CMV infection transition to the two terminal events 
(graft rejection and death). As well after experienced CMV infection, rate of event of 
graft rejection were higher than rate of competing event death. 
There was a significant correlation (nonparametric Kendall’s correlation) between CMV 
infection and graft rejection(r=0.417, P<0.001) but there was no correlation with 
mortality (P>0.05). 
 

4. DISCUSSION 
 

 In the present study, we assessed the pattern of progression of CMV infection through 
endpoints states and determined the rate of progression, survival probability per state, 
waiting time per state, and overall survival rate. This information could help clinical 
nephrologists to better assess the long-term effect of CMV infection on graft rejection 
and death. In 28.89% kidney transplantations CMV infection observed during 23.7 
months after surgery. Result of our long-term study on kidney transplant patients showed 
direct effect of infection on graft rejection, which is a reason of visible decrease on mean 
waiting transition time to graft rejection. This time is less than 12.41 months compared to 
those without infection. Although CMV infection has not a direct impact on patient's 
death, patient with infection were at risk of death earlier than others. 
 

 Another study reported the presence of CMV infection in transplant recipients is 
associated with the symptoms, but can not certainly be a cause of graft rejection(16, 17). 
 

 In most of reports, effect of infection was investigated in short-time and their 
conclusions were that effect of infection was not important cause for mean time of 
mortality (18). But in new result, long-term study of Watcharananan and et.al (19), death 
(13%) and graft failure (13%) were significantly higher among the symptomatic infection 
group than those in the no-infection group (P =.005 and .03, respectively). They 
expressed infection can decrease allograft or patient survival, among many factors such 
as acute rejection, malignancy and nephrotoxicity from immunosuppressive drugs. They 
resulted that infection remains a challenge and a major cause of death post-
transplantation. In similar study of Eid (20), CMV infection was a directly cause of 
morbidity and occasional mortality, and it also influences many short-term and long-term 
indirect effects contributing to reduced allograft and patient survival. 
 

 Our results showed, that the rate of progression between states become greater after 
experiencing CMV infection state (state 2), which means that the rate of progression from 
state 1 to 3 is slower than progression from state 2 to 3, but this is not true in the case of 
death. This finding is compatible with indirect effect of CMV infection on graft rejection.  
 

 Diagnostic methods for the diagnosis of CMV infection in transplant recipients may 
help to diagnosing of graft loss faster. And methods for evaluating pre-transplant 
diagnosis of active infection (a positive case of CMV) or preparation for initial infection 
(if negative) are suggested(21). 
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5. COMMENTS AND CONCLUSION 

 

 As a consequence, Patients with CMV infection are more at risk of events and long-
term studies indicate they transited to rejection or death earlier than others (without 
infection). 
 

 Time dependent covariates effect can obtain with multistate model by considering 
intermediate states But this can not be interpreted with common methods. 
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